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ABSTRACT

The nonlinear dielectric response (NDR) of Bi3.25La0.75Ti3O12–Al2O3 systems has been studied. To reveal the effects of the dielectric layer
(DL) systematically, a method based on the equivalent circuit analysis and parametric study is proposed. The consistency between the
calculated results and the experimental results manifests the validity of the method. In addition to the Rayleigh coefficients varying
monotonically with the capacitance of DL, it is revealed that the slope between the real and the imaginary parts of the complex capacitance
under different ac voltages is related to the relative loss values of DL and the ferroelectric layer. The frequency dependence of the NDR
parameters is also discussed. The method established in this work is useful for research on the devices based on the ferroelectric–dielectric
system and the ultra-thin ferroelectric films.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0175118

Ferroelectric materials have attracted tremendous attention due
to their potential applications in nonvolatile memories, artificial synap-
ses, and energy storage.1–4 The ferroelectric performances originate
from the development of domains and the displacement of domain
walls under the electric field. The nonlinear dielectric response (NDR)
has been used to characterize domain-related processes since Taylor
and co-workers proved the contribution of domain walls to the per-
mittivity of Pb(Zrx,Ti1-x)O3 (PZT).

5,6 According to NDR, the relation-
ship between the real part (e0) of the complex permittivity and the ac
electric field is given by the Rayleigh law,6

e0 E0ð Þ ¼ e0in þ aE0; (1)

where E0 is the amplitude of the ac field. The initial permittivity e0in
represents the reversible component in the permittivity, and the
Rayleigh coefficient a represents the irreversible contribution from
the movement of domain walls. Moreover, the imaginary part (e00) of
the complex permittivity also changes with the ac field and follows:7

e00 E0ð Þ ¼ 4aE0=3p: (2)

From (1) and (2), the relationship between e0 and e00 can be rewritten
as

e0 ¼ e0in þ 3pe00=4: (3)

It means that e0 changes linearly with e00, and the slope k should be
3p/4. However, the reported values of a are quite different, and devia-
tions of k from 3p/4 have been observed in many ferroelectrics.7–15

Some mechanisms, such as the electrode effect and the orientation of
films, have been proposed to explain these phenomena.5

For devices based on the ferroelectric films, the non-ferroelectric
interfacial layer between the ferroelectric layer (FL) and the electrodes,
which is the so-called dead layer, has a significant impact on the per-
formances of the devices, such as the reduction of the permittivity and
the polarization.16,17 Alternatively, novel phenomena, such as the neg-
ative capacitance effect and the excellent energy storage performances,
are observed in the ferroelectric–dielectric (FE–DE) composite sys-
tem.2,18,19 Therefore, studies on the FE–DE composite system will
reveal the mechanism and extend the applications of the ferroelectric
devices. However, few research works on NDR in the FE–DE system
were reported. In addition, the dielectric layer (DL) is always consid-
ered as an ideal capacitor, and the simple model of the series capacitor
is often used in most published literature.16,17 The influence of the
dielectric loss cannot be considered by this model. In this work, the
artificial FE–DE structures formed by the Bi3.25La0.75Ti3O12 film and
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Al2O3 films are fabricated, and the NDR is studied experimentally. A
method based on the equivalent circuit analysis and parametric study
is established to reveal the effects of DL on the NDR parameters.

The Bi3.25La0.75Ti3O12 films were prepared on Pt/Ti/SiO2/Si sub-
strates by the sol–gel method and then covered by the amorphous Al2O3

films fabricated by atomic layer deposition (ALD) technology with 100
and 500 ALD cycles. The samples were denoted as BLT, BLT–AO100,
and BLT–AO500. Furthermore, Al2O3 films with 100 and 500 ALD cycles
were also deposited on Pt/Ti/SiO2/Si substrates and denoted as AO100

and AO500, respectively. The thicknesses of BLT, AO100, and AO500 were
320, 9, and 45nm, respectively, obtained by the spectroscopic ellipsome-
try. Au top electrodes with the diameter of 200lmwere sputtered for the
electrical measurements. The dielectric responses of the samples were
measured by a dielectric analyzer (Alpha-A, Novocontrol Technologies)
in the ac voltage range 0.5–2V and the frequency range 1–100kHz. Both
the parameters of NDR, including the Rayleigh coefficient a, the slope k,
and the initial permittivity e0in can be deduced from the dependence of
the complex capacitance on the oscillating voltage (C-OSC), and the
geometry size of the samples were taken into account.

As shown in Figs. 1(a)–1(c), the real part (C 0) of the complex
capacitance increases approximately linearly with the amplitude of the
ac voltage and decreases with the frequency for the samples. Figure
1(d) exhibits the frequency dependence of the initial permittivity and
the Rayleigh coefficient obtained by fitting the curves in Figs. 1(a)–1(c)
using Eq. (1). The derived initial permittivity and Rayleigh coefficient

are the total equivalent values of the stack. They are denoted as e0in,Total
and aTotal. Both e0in,Total and aTotal decrease linearly with the logarithm
of the frequency. Similar phenomena have also been observed in other
ferroelectrics such as Pb(Yb1/2Nb1/2)O3-PbTiO3.

6 Nattermann et al.
have theoretically presented the dependence of the susceptibility on
the logarithm of the frequency in disorder system and explained the
pinning of the magnetic domain wall.20 Thereafter, this mechanism is
used to explain the pinning of the ferroelectric domain wall.21–23 The
frequency dependence of e0in,Total and aTotal can be depicted as

e0in;Total ¼ e0 � e ln xð Þ;
aTotal ¼ a0 � a ln xð Þ: (4)

The fitting results of the curves in Fig. 1(d) by Eq. (4) are exhibited in
Table I.

It is manifested from Fig. 1(d) that both e0in,Total and aTotal
decrease with the Al2O3 thickness increasing. The Rayleigh coefficient
is generally considered to be related to the distribution of the potential
barriers that hinder the movement of domain walls in ferroelec-
trics.24–26 It is decided by the ferroelectrics. However, when the
Rayleigh coefficient is derived from the experimentally measured
capacitance, the obtained value is influenced by the existence of the
non-ferroelectric interfacial layer, which results in the deviation of the
measured capacitance from that of the pure ferroelectric capacitor, just
like those demonstrated in this work.

To further investigate the influence of DL on NDR, the relation-
ship between the real part and the imaginary part (C 00) of the complex
capacitance is considered. According to Eq. (3), the relationship
between C 0 and C 00 follows:

C0 ¼ C0
in þ kC00; (5)

and k should be 3p/4. Figures 2(a)–2(c) display the curves in the com-
plex capacitance plane. Both C 0 and C 00 decrease when the thickness of
the Al2O3 film increases. This feature accords with the
Kramers–Kronig relations.27 The linear relationship between C 0 and
C 00 for the samples can be observed. The fitted initial capacitance C 0

in,

Total and kTotal for the total stack by Eq. (5) is shown in Fig. 2(d). The
variations of C 0

in,Total with frequency and DL thickness are consistent
with those of e0in,total in Fig. 1(d). Moreover, kTotal decreases with the
thickness of DL increasing and is larger than the theoretical value of
3p/4. The experimental results indicate that the existence of DL also
influences kTotal. Because kTotal relates to the imaginary part of the
complex capacitance and cannot be deduced by the series capacitor
model, a method based on the equivalent circuit model and the para-
metric study is proposed to investigate the effect of DL.

The total complex capacitance (C�
Total) of a circuit composed of

two components connected in series is

FIG. 1. The ac voltage dependence of the capacitance for (a) BLT, (b) BLT–AO100,
and (c) BLT–AO500. (d) The frequency dependence of e0in,Total and aTotal.

TABLE I. Fitting results of the samples.

Sample ID
e0 e a0 a

(nF/m) (nF s/m rad) (10�18 F/V) (10�18 F s/V rad)

BLT 2.0286 0.001 0.01846 0.0001 15.1046 0.004 0.4986 0.004
BLT–AO100 (Exp.) 1.5776 0.001 0.01886 0.0001 6.4716 0.003 0.2126 0.004
BLT–AO100 (Cal.) 1.38406 0.0003 0.028226 0.00005 6.1656 0.003 0.2676 0.003
BLT–AO500 (Exp.) 0.66786 0.0004 0.005936 0.00005 0.4916 0.003 0.0146 0.002
BLT–AO500 (Cal.) 0.64626 0.0002 0.015316 0.00003 1.2686 0.001 0.0586 0.001
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C�
Total ¼ 1= jxZ�

Total

� � ¼ 1= jx Z�
FL þ Z�

DL

� �� �
; (6)

where Z�Total is the total complex impedance of the circuit, Z�FL and Z
�
DL

are the complex impedance of FL and DL, respectively, and x is the
circular frequency. The complex capacitance of FL follows Eq. (3) and
can be expressed as

C0
FL ¼ C0

in;FL þ kFLC
00
FL; (7)

where C 0
FL and C 00

FL are the real and imaginary parts of the complex
capacitance of FL, respectively, C 0

in,FL and kFL are the initial capacitance
and the slope of FL, respectively. Based on Eqs. (6) and (7), C�

Total is
rewritten as

C�
Total ¼ C0

Total � jC00
Total ¼

C02
in;FLC

00
DL þ 2C0

in;FLC
00
DLkFLC

00
FL þ C00

FL C02
DL þ C00

DL C00
DL þ C00

FL 1þ k2FL
� �� �� �

C00
DL þ C00

FLð Þ2 þ C0
in;FL þ C0DL þ kFLC00

FL

� �2

� j
C 02
in;FLC

0
DL þ C0

in;FL C02
DL þ C002

DL þ 2kFLC0
DLC

00
FL

� �þ C00
FL kFL C02

DL þ C002
DL

� �þ C0
DLC

00
FL 1þ k2FL
� �� �

C00
DL þ C00

FLð Þ2 þ C0
in;FL þ C0DL þ kFLC00

FL

� �2 ; (8)

where C 0
DL and C 00

DL are the real and imaginary parts of the complex
capacitance of DL, respectively. The initial capacitance C 0

in,Total and the
slope kTotal of the total circuit can be obtained if C 0

Total is linearly
dependent on C 00

Total.
In the first segment of the parametric study, the parameters of C 0

in,

FL¼ 200pF, kFL¼ 3p/4, and C 00
FL between 5 and 6.5 pF are used to gen-

erate the data of FL following Eq. (5). Figures 3(a) and 3(b) exhibit the
calculated results on the relationship between C 0

Total and C 00
Total with dif-

ferent C 0
DL and tandDL, where tandDL is the loss tangent of DL and

defined as the ratio of the imaginary and real parts of the complex per-
mittivity. It is clear that C 0

Total varies linearly with C 00
Total. The derived

C 0
in,Total and kTotal are displayed in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), respectively. C 0

in,

Total increases with C 0
DL, but the variation of C 0

in,Total with tandDL is not
monotonous. As shown in Fig. 3(c), when tandDL is lower, C 0

in,Total

decreases with tandDL increasing. The trend is inverse when tandDL is
higher. In contrast with C 0

in,Total, different changes of kTotal can be
observed from Figs. 3(b) and 3(d). kTotal decreases with tandDL increas-
ing but changes non-monotonically with C 0

DL. When tandDL < 0.03,
kTotal is higher than the value of kFL (3p/4) and decreases gradually
toward 3p/4 with C 0

DL increasing, which corresponds to the DL

thickness decreasing. Nevertheless, kTotal is lower than 3p/4 when
tandDL � 0.03 and closes up to 3p/4 with C 0

DL increasing. The results
of the parametric study indicate that the value 0.03 for tandDL is a
demarcation point. According to the parameters that are used for the
parametric study, the loss of FL is about 0.03. This means that kTotal is
not only determined by the capacitance of FL and DL but also related
to the relative value of the losses of FL and DL. Therefore, it can be
inferred that the reported values of k may be influenced by the interfa-
cial layer between the ferroelectrics and the electrodes.7,14,15

In the second segment of the parametric study, the influence of
DL on the frequency dependence of the composite structure is studied.
The experimental C-OSC results of BLT film are used as the parame-
ters of FL. DL is represented by a parallel connection unit composed of
a resistor and a constant phase element (CPE). The complex capaci-
tance of this parallel unit can be expressed as10

C�
R�CPE ¼ Y0x

n�1 sin np=2ð Þ � j
1þ RY0xn cos np=2ð Þ

Rx
; (9)

where R is the resistance, Y0 represents the pseudo-capacitance, and n
is the exponent. C�

R-CPE with different R, Y0, n, and x is calculated by

FIG. 2. C 0 vs C 00 for (a) BLT, (b) BLT–AO100, and (c) BLT–AO500. (d) The frequency
dependence of C 0

in,Total and kTotal. The dash line in (d) is the position of 3p/4. The
absence of the data for BLT–AO500 in the lower frequency region is because the
excessive noise hinders the fitting of the experimental data.

FIG. 3. Relationship between C 0
Total and C 00

Total with different (a) C 0
DL and (b) tan dDL.

Mapping diagrams of (c) C 0
in,Total and (d) kTotal.
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Eq. (9), and the corresponding C 0
DL and tan dDL are used to research

the effects of DL on the NDR parameters.
The calculated frequency spectra are exhibited in Fig. 4. C 0

DL and
tan dDL of R-CPE with different R are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b),
which represent the case that a ferroelectric capacitor connects in series
with the elements that possess same capacitance and different leakage.
Neither the frequency nor the resistance affects C 0

DL. tandDL decreases
with the frequency increasing and correlates with R negatively. The
spectra of C 0

in,Total and kTotal are displayed in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d).
Compared with BLT, the existence of R-CPE leads to the decrease in
C 0
in,Total. In Fig. 4(c), the influence of R mainly appears in the low-

frequency region. It is related to the significant increase in tandDL in
Fig. 4(b). Higher loss in the low-frequency region results in the larger
reduction of C 0

in,Total, especially for the case of R¼ 1� 107 X. Most of
the calculated kTotal are higher than the measured k of BLT. It is
because the corresponding tandDL (in the full frequency region of
R¼ 4� 107, 1� 108, and 1� 109 X and the high-frequency region of
R¼ 1� 107 X) of the R-CPE is lower than 0.03. On the contrary, for
R¼ 1� 107 X, tandDL in the low-frequency region is higher than 0.03.
It leads to lower kTotal than that of BLT. For the R-CPE, the lower value
of R means the leakage current in DL is higher. The calculated results
in Fig. 4(d) reveal that the influences of the leakage in DL on kTotal can-
not be ignored until the resistance of DL is higher than 108 X.

The influences of Y0 are shown in Figs. 4(e)–4(h). C 0
DL does not

change with frequency but varies with Y0 because the greater Y0 causes
the higher equivalent capacitance. Moreover, tan dDL is negatively cor-
related with Y0 although it still decreases when the frequency increases.

These effects are opposite to those of R. The curves of C 0
in,Total and

kTotal are shown in Figs. 4(g) and 4(h), respectively. The influence of
the lower tan dDL on C 0

in,Total and kTotal mainly follows the trend in the
region where tan dDL is less than 0.03 in the mapping diagrams in
Fig. 3. In Fig. 4(g), the C 0

in,Total curves are beneath that of the pure BLT
and drop further with C 0

DL decreasing. However, the kTotal curves in
Fig. 4(h) are above that of the pure BLT and further increase with the
decrease in C 0

DL. For n¼ 1, the CPE is equivalent to a capacitor. The
calculated results indicate that the influence produced by an interfacial
layer with excellent insulation can be regarded as that produced by
an ideal capacitor. The linear relationship between the reciprocals of
C 0
in,Total and that of Y0 in the inset of Fig. 4(g) manifests that the result

follows themodel that an ideal capacitor connects with the BLT in series.
The effects of n are displayed in Figs. 4(i)–4(l). Different from the

case of n¼ 1 in which C 0
DL does not change with the frequency, C 0

DL

decreases with the increase in frequency when n< 1. The smaller the
value of n, the greater the curves of C 0

DL decline. The relationship
between C 0

DL and frequency is linear in double logarithmic coordinates,
as shown in Fig. 4(i). tandDL decreases with the frequency increasing.
The decrease in n results in the rapid rise of tandDL, as exhibited in
Fig. 4(j). The excessively higher tan dDLmeans that the ac conductance
in CPE is greater because tan dDL is related to C 00

DL, which is propor-
tional to the real part of the complex admittance. Therefore, the
decline of C 0

in,Total with the decrease in n can be attributed to both the
decrease in C 0

DL and the increase in tan dDL, as shown in Fig. 4(k).
According to the curves in Fig. 4(j), except for the case n¼ 1, the val-
ues of tandDL are higher than 0.03 in the cases n¼ 0.95, 0.9, and 0.7.

FIG. 4. The calculated frequency spectra of (a), (c), and (i) C 0
DL, (b), (f), and (j) tan dDL of R-CPE, (c), (g), and (k) C 0

in,Total, and (d), (h), and (l) kTotal of the composite system.
(a)–(d) Y0¼ 3� 10�10 S and n¼ 1 with different R. (e)–(h) R¼ 1� 109 X and n¼ 1 with different Y0. (i)–(l) R¼ 1� 109 X and Y0¼ 3� 10�10 S with different n. The inset
of (g) shows 1/C 0

in,Total vs 1/Y0.
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Therefore, the values of kTotal are lower than that of BLT and decrease
significantly with n, except for the case n¼ 1, as shown in Fig. 4(l).

Finally, the experimental data and the model are used conjunctly
to research the NDR in our BLT–Al2O3 system. According to the cal-
culated results, kTotal of BLT–AO100 and BLT–AO500 lower than that
of BLT in Fig. 2(d) implies that the loss of the Al2O3 layer is higher
than that of the BLT layer in the composite system. In general, the
experimental data for a dead layer are not available. In our work,
the experimental data of the Al2O3 films on Pt electrode are used. The
experimental capacitance and loss spectra of BLT, AO100, and AO500

are displayed in Fig. 5(a). The loss of BLT is smaller than 0.025, and
those of AO100 and AO500 are higher than 0.05. The capacitance and
loss of AO100 and AO500 in Fig. 5(a) are fitted by Eq. (9), and the fitting
results of R, Y0, and n are 3.93� 107 X, 5.20� 10�10 S, and 0.95, and
2.51� 108 X, 1.03� 10�10 S, and 0.96 for AO100 and AO500, respec-
tively. These fitting results and the experimental data of BLT are taken
into Eq. (8). The calculated C 0

in,Total and kTotal from the linear relation-
ship between C 0 and C 00 are shown in Fig. 5(b). The results in Fig. 5(b)
are similar to the experimental results in Fig. 2(d). Both C 0

in,Total and
kTotal decrease with the Al2O3 thickness increasing. Based on the calcu-
lated results, the smaller kTotal and C 0

in,Total than those of BLT is
decided by the capacitance and the loss of the Al2O3, especially for the
case of AO100 which resistance is lower than 108 X. The effects of DL
on aTotal are also calculated by our method. The frequency dependence
of e0in,total and aTotal obtained from the calculated C-OSC data is plotted
in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d), respectively. The curves exhibit the same trends
as the experimental results shown in Fig. 2(d). The fitting results of the
calculated curves according to Eq. (4) are also listed in Table I.
Compared with BLT–AO100, the difference between the experimental
and the calculated results for BLT–AO500 is higher, which can be
ascribed to the smaller capacitance of the AO500. The consistency
between the experimental and calculated results indicates that our
method is appropriate for the studies on NDR in the FE–DE compos-
ite system. According to the experimental and calculated results, the
NDR parameters in the FE–DE composite system are affected by both

the capacitance and the loss of DL and FL, especially when DL is very
thin. This work will be significant for the devices based on ultra-thin
ferroelectric films and composite systems.
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